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Many techniques for automated inference of inductive invariants for distributed protocols have been devel-

oped over the past several years, but their performance can still be unpredictable and their failure modes

opaque for large-scale verification tasks. In this paper, we present inductive proof slicing, a new automated,

compositional technique for inductive invariant inference that scales effectively to large distributed protocol

verification tasks. Our technique is built on a core, novel data structure, the inductive proof graph, which

explicitly represents the lemma and action dependencies of an inductive invariant and is built incrementally

during the inference procedure, backwards from a target safety property. We present an invariant inference

algorithm that integrates localized syntax-guided lemma synthesis routines at nodes of this graph, which are

accelerated by computation of localized grammar and state variable slices. Additionally, in the case of failure

to produce a complete inductive invariant, maintenance of this proof graph structure allows failures to be

localized to small sub-components of this graph, enabling fine-grained failure diagnosis and repair by a user.

We evaluate our technique on several complex distributed and concurrent protocols, including a large scale

specification of the Raft consensus protocol, which is beyond the capabilities of modern distributed protocol

verification tools, and also demonstrate how its interpretability features allow effective diagnosis and repair

in cases of initial failure.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Verifying the safety of large-scale distributed and concurrent systems remains an important and
difficult challenge. These protocols serve as the foundation of manymodern fault-tolerant systems,
making the correctness of these protocols critical to the reliability of large scale database and
cloud systems [6, 19, 41]. Formally verifying the safety of these protocols typically centers around
development of an inductive invariant, an assertion about system state that is preserved by all
protocol transitions. Developing inductive invariants, however, is one of the most challenging
aspects of safety verification and has typically required a large amount of human effort for real
world protocols [45, 46].
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2 William Schultz, Edward Ashton, Heidi Howard, and Stavros Tripakis

Over the past several years, particularly in the domain of distributed protocol verification, there
have been several recent efforts to develop more automated inductive invariant development tech-
niques [12, 26, 37, 48]. Many of these tools are based on modern model checking algorithms like
IC3/PDR [12, 13, 22, 25, 26], and others based on syntax-guided or enumerative invariant synthesis
methods [17, 47]. These techniques have made significant progress on solving various classes of
distributed protocols, including some variants of real world protocols like the Paxos consensus
protocol [13, 28]. The theoretical complexity limits facing these techniques, however, limit their
ability to be fully general [36] and, even in practice, the performance of these tools on complex
protocols is still unpredictable, and their failure modes can be opaque.
In particular, one key drawback of these methods is that, in their current form, they are very

much “all or nothing”. That is, a given problem can either be automatically solved with no manual
proof effort, or the problem falls outside the method’s scope and a failure is reported. In the latter
case, little assistance is provided in terms of how to develop a manual proof or how a human can
offer guidance to the tool. We believe there is significant utility in providing a smoother transi-
tion between these possible outcomes. In practice, real world, large-scale verification efforts often
benefit from some amount of human interaction i.e., a human provides guidance when an auto-
mated engine is unable to automatically prove certain properties about a design or protocol. This
may involve simplifying the problem statement given to the tool, or completing some part of the
tool’s proof process by hand. Recent verification efforts of industrial scale protocols often note the
high amount of human effort in developing inductive invariants. Some leave human integration as
future goals [4, 38], while others have adopted a paradigm of integrating human assistance to accel-
erate proofs for larger verification problems e.g., in the form of a manually developed refinement
hierarchy [13, 31].
In this paper we present a new technique for automated inference of inductive invariants for

distributed protocols that aims to improve on both scalability and interpretability of existing ap-
proaches. Our technique, inductive proof slicing, utilizes the underlying compositional structure
of an inductive invariant to guide and accelerate inference. Our algorithm integrates this com-
positional structure with a syntax-guided invariant synthesis approach, executing local synthesis
tasks on projections of the protocol to incrementally construct an overall inductive invariant. By
localizing synthesis tasks to typically very small projections of the full state space and grammar,
we make global inference significantly more efficient, requiring inference sub-routines to consider
only small, local proof obligations. These slicing features enable our technique to scale to protocols
which are too complex for existing tools to solve fully automatically.

Our inference algorithm is built around a core data structure, the inductive proof graph, whichwe
introduce and formalize. It defines a compositional structure on the lemma conjuncts of an induc-
tive invariant, while also incorporating the logical actions of a concurrent or distributed protocol.
This graph structure makes explicit the induction dependencies between lemmas of an inductive
invariant, and serves as a core guidance mechanism for our inference algorithm. The decompo-
sition provided by this graph can also be presented to and interpreted directly by a human user.
In particular, failures of synthesis tasks during inference can be localized to particular nodes and
grammar slices. This facilitates a concrete and effective diagnosis and repair process, enhancing
interpretability of both the final inductive proof and the intermediate results.
We apply our technique to inferring inductive invariants of several large-scale distributed pro-

tocol specifications, including large, industrial-scale protocol specifications of the Raft [35] con-
sensus protocol, demonstrating the effectiveness of our technique. We also provide an empirical
evaluation of how the interpretability of our method allows for effective diagnosis and repair in
cases where full convergence is not initially achieved.
In summary, our contributions are as follows:
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Scalable, Interpretable Distributed Protocol Verification by Inductive Proof Slicing 3

CONSTANTS #>34,+0;D4,&D>AD<

VARIABLES

E>C4'4@D4BC"B6,

E>C43,

E>C4"B6,

E>C4B,

;4034A,

3428343

Init , Initial states.
∧ voteRequestMsg = {}

∧ voted = [8 ∈ #>34 ↦→ False]
∧ voteMsg = {}

∧ votes = [8 ∈ #>34 ↦→ {}]

∧ leader = [8 ∈ #>34 ↦→ False]
∧ decided = [8 ∈ #>34 ↦→ {}]

Next , Transition relation.
∃ 8, 9 ∈ #>34 :
∃ E ∈ +0;D4 :
∃& ∈ &D>AD< :
∨ SendRequestVote(i, j)

∨ SendVote(i, j)

∨ RecvVote(i, j)

∨ BecomeLeader (i,Q)

∨ Decide(i,v)

Protocol actions.

SendRequestVote(src,dst) ,

∧ E>C4'4@D4BC"B6′ = E>C4'4@D4BC"B6 ∪ {〈BA2,3BC〉}

SendVote(src,dst) ,

∧ ¬E>C43 [BA2]

∧ 〈3BC, BA2〉 ∈ E>C4'4@D4BC"B6

∧ E>C4"B6′ = E>C4"B6 ∪ {〈BA2,3BC〉}

∧ E>C43 ′ [BA2] := True

∧ E>C4'4@D4BC"B6′ = E>C4'4@D4BC"B6 \ {〈BA2,3BC〉}

RecvVote(n, sender) ,

∧ 〈B4=34A,=〉 ∈ voteMsg

∧ votes′ [=] := votes[=] ∪ {B4=34A }

BecomeLeader (n,Q) ,

∧& ⊆ votes[=]

∧ leader′ [=] := True

Decide(n,v) ,

∧ leader [=]

∧ decided[=] = {}

∧ decided′[=] := {E}

Safety property.

NoConflictingValues ,

∀=1, =2 ∈ #>34, E1, E2 ∈ +0;D4 :
(E1 ∈ 3428343 [=1] ∧ E2 ∈ 3428343 [=2]) ⇒ (E1 = E2)

Fig. 1. State variables, initial states (Init), transition relation (Next), and safety property (NoConflictingValues)

for the SimpleConsensus protocol. Definitions of the protocol actions are shown on the right.

• Definition and formalization of inductive proof graphs, a formal structure representing the
logical dependencies between conjuncts of an inductive invariant and actions of a distributed
or concurrent protocol. (Section 4)
• Inductive proof slicing, a new compositional, automated inductive invariant inference tech-
nique that is scalable to large protocols and provides localized, interpretable diagnosis of
inference failures. (Section 5)
• Implementation of our technique in a verification tool and an empirical evaluation on several
distributed protocols, including large-scale specifications of the Raft [35] consensus protocol.
(Section 6)

2 OVERVIEW

In this section we present a high level overview of inductive proof slicing, our automated inductive
invariant inference technique. We present the core ideas of our approach below and walk through
an example of our inference algorithm on a running example.

Running Example: SimpleConsensus. Figure 1 shows a formal specification of a simple consensus
protocol, defined as a symbolic transition system. This protocol utilizes a simple leader election
mechanism to select values, and is parameterized on a set of nodes, Node, a set of values to be
chosen, Value, and Quorum, a set of intersecting subsets of Node. Nodes can vote at most once for
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4 William Schultz, Edward Ashton, Heidi Howard, and Stavros Tripakis

UniqueLeaders ,

∀=1, =2 ∈ #>34 : ;4034A [=1] ∧ ;4034A [=2] ⇒ (=1 = =2)

LeaderHas�orum ,

∀= ∈ #>34 : ;4034A [=] ⇒

(∃& ∈ &D>AD< : E>C4B [=] = &)

LeadersDecide ,

∀= ∈ #>34 : (3428343 [=] ≠ {}) ⇒ ;4034A [=]

NodesVoteOnce ,

∀=,=8 , = 9 ∈ #>34 :

¬(=8 ≠ = 9 ∧ = ∈ E>C4B [=8 ] ∧ = ∈ E>C4B [= 9 ])

Ind , Inductive invariant.

∧ NoConflictingValues (Safety)

∧ UniqueLeaders

∧ LeaderHas�orum

∧ LeadersDecide

∧ NodesVoteOnce

∧ VoteRecordedImpliesVoteMsg

∧ VoteMsgsUnique

∧ VoteMsgImpliesNodeVoted

Fig. 2. Complete inductive invariant, Ind, for proving the NoConflictingValues safety property of the Simple-

Consensus protocol from Figure 1. Selected lemma definitions from Ind are also shown.

NoConflictingValues ✗

Decide ✗

+B;824={;4034A ,3428343}

UniqueLeaders ✗

BecomeLeader ✗

+B;824={;4034A , E>C4B}

(a) In-progress inductive proof graph for SimpleConsensus.

NoConflictingValues X

Decide X

+B;824={;4034A ,3428343}

LeadersDecide X UniqueLeaders ✗

BecomeLeader ✗

+B;824={;4034A , E>C4B}

(b) Step 2.

NoConflictingValues X

Decide X

+B;824={;4034A ,3428343}

LeadersDecide X UniqueLeaders ✗

BecomeLeader ✗

+B;824={;4034A , E>C4B}

LeaderHasQuorum X

(c) Step 3.

NoConflictingValues X

Decide X

+B;824={;4034A ,3428343}

LeadersDecide X UniqueLeaders X

BecomeLeader X

+B;824={;4034A , E>C4B}

LeaderHasQuorum XNodesVoteOnce ✗

RecvVote ✗

+B;824={E>C4"B6, E>C4B}

(d) Step 4.

Fig. 3. Example progression of inductive proof graph for SimpleConsensus during execution of our inference

algorithm. Nodes in orange with ✗ are those with remaining inductive proof obligations to be discharged,

and those in green with ✓ represent those with all obligations discharged.

another node to become leader, and once a node garners a quorum of votes it may become leader
and decide a value. The top level safety property, NoConflictingValues, shown in Figure 1, states
that no two differing values can be chosen. The protocol’s specification consists of 6 state variables
and 5 distinct protocol actions.

2.1 Our Approach: Inductive Proof Slicing

Our technique for automated inductive invariant inference, inductive proof slicing, utilizes the com-
positional structure of an inductive invariant to accelerate our inference procedure, and also to
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provide fine-grained, interpretable feedback in the case of failure to produce a complete proof.
We walk through our technique on our running example below, showing how it incrementally
constructs an inductive invariant for the SimpleConsensus protocol.

Safety Verification by Inductive Invariant Inference. Our overall goal is to verify that a given pro-
tocol satisfies a specified safety property, which we do by automatically discovering an inductive
invariant which implies (i.e., is logically stronger than) the safety property. For example, given
Figure 1 as input, our technique automatically generates an inductive invariant such as Ind shown
in Figure 2. Ind is the conjunction of the original safety property, NoConflictingValues, plus 7 more
lemmas, which strengthen this safety property (thus ensuring that Ind logically implies NoCon-
flictingValues). The definitions of 4 of these lemmas are also shown in Figure 2. As can be seen,
even for such a relatively simple protocol, the inductive invariant is non-trivial in both size and
logical complexity of its predicates.

Inductive Invariant Inference via Inductive Proof Graphs. In our technique, we synthesize an in-
ductive invariant like the one in Figure 2 incrementally and compositionally using a data structure
called an inductive proof graph. Our inference algorithm incrementally constructs this graph, work-
ing backwards from a specified safety property. Figure 3 shows some initial steps in constructing
the inductive proof graph for the NoConflictingValues safety property of SimpleConsensus. The
complete graph is shown in Figure 4.
The main nodes of the inductive proof graph, lemma nodes, correspond to lemmas of a system

(so can be mapped to lemmas of a traditional inductive invariant), and the edges represent relative
induction dependencies between these lemmas. This dependency structure is also decomposed by
protocol actions, represented in the graph via action nodes, which are associated with each lemma
node, and map to distinct protocol actions e.g., the actions of SimpleConsensus listed in Figure 1.
Each action node of this graph is then associated with a corresponding inductive proof obligation.
Namely, the requirement to discover a set of supporting lemmas that make ! inductive relative to
this support set, with respect to action �. More precisely, each action node � with source lemmas
!1, ..., !: and target lemma ! is associated with the corresponding proof obligation

(! ∧ !1 ∧ · · · ∧ !: ∧�) ⇒ !′ (1)

where !′ denotes lemma ! applied to the next-state (primed) variables. Formula (1) states that if
! holds at the current state, and action � is taken, then ! will also hold at the next state, provided
all lemmas !1, ..., !: also hold at the current state.
Our use of this proof graph structure is illustrated more concretely in Figure 3, which shows

some initial steps of our algorithm proceeding to synthesize the complete inductive proof graph of
Figure 4, for the NoConflictingValues safety property of SimpleConsensus. Nodes that are unproven
(shown in orange andmarkedwith ✗), means that there are outstanding counterexamples for those
inductive proof obligations. At each unproven node, our algorithm performs a local invariant syn-
thesis task, to synthesize support lemmas that make the lemma node inductive relative to this set
of support lemmas. For example, in Figure 3a we select the unproven Decide node and synthesize
an additional support lemma, LeadersDecide, to rule out counterexamples at that node that were
not already eliminated by the existing support lemma, UniqueLeaders. After synthesizing the Lead-
ersDecide lemma, this becomes a new support lemma of the Decide node, which is then marked
as proven (shown in green and marked with X), as seen in Figure 3b, since all of its induction
counterexamples have been eliminated by its set of support lemmas. Our algorithm continues in
this fashion, next selecting the unproven BecomeLeader node in Figure 3b, and synthesizing the
LeaaderHasQuorum support lemma. An additional lemma, NodesVoteOnce, is then synthesized to
discharge the UniqueLeaders node, shown in Figure 3d. As seen there, newly synthesized support
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6 William Schultz, Edward Ashton, Heidi Howard, and Stavros Tripakis

NoConflictingValues X

Decide X

+B;824= {;4034A ,3428343}
|' |=10/110,464 (11,046x reduction)

LeadersDecide X UniqueLeaders X

BecomeLeader X

+B;824= {;4034A , E>C4B}
|' |=94/110,464 (1,175x reduction)

LeaderHasQuorum XNodesVoteOnce X

RecvVote X

+B;824= {E>C4"B6, E>C4B}
|' |=343/110,464 (322x reduction)

VoteRecvdImpliesVoteMsg XVoteMsgsUnique X

SendVote X

+B;824={E>C4"B6, E>C4'4@D4BC"B6, E>C43}
|' |=21,887/110,464 (5x reduction)

VoteMsgImpliesVoted X

Fig. 4. A complete inductive proof graph for SimpleConsensus protocol inductive invariant and NoConflict-

ingValues safety property (the root node). Local variable slices are shown as +B;824 , along with the size of

the explored state set slice at that node, indicated as |' |, along with the reduction factor over the full set of

explored states computed during inference runs of SimpleConsensus.

lemmas create new proof obligations to consider (e.g. via NodesVoteOnce), and our algorithm will
continue until all nodes are discharged e.g., leading to a complete inductive proof graph as shown
in Figure 4.

2.1.1 Accelerating Inference with Inductive Proof Slicing. The structure of the inductive proof graph
and localized nature of these inference tasks allows for several slicing based optimizations, which
are key to the performance of our technique. These optimizations are enabled by the computa-
tion of a variable slice based on the lemma and action pair associated with each action node. This
variable slice represents a small subset of state variables which are sufficient to consider when
synthesizing support lemmas for a local inductive proof obligation. We use this slice to both prune
the search space grammars defining the space of predicates to search over for synthesizing sup-
port lemmas (grammar slicing) and also to accelerate the tasks of checking candidate invariants
for selection as support lemmas (state slicing).
For example, in the complete proof graph for SimpleConsensus shown in Figure 4, at the De-

cide action node for lemma NoConflictingValues, its computed variable slice is {;4034A ,3428343}
(2 out of 6 total state variables). This produces a grammar slice as shown in Figure 5b, a subset
of 10/23 total predicates in a full example of a grammar for SimpleConsensus, as shown in Figure
5a. We also use this to perform state slicing, which projects a cached set of explored system states
onto the subset of state variables in this slice. In many cases this yields an order of magnitude
reduction in local inference time when searching for candidate invariants, which are validated by
checking them on reachable system states. For example, the full set of reachable states explored by
our algorithm for the SimpleConsensus protocol contains 110,464 distinct states when instantiated
with finite parameters where |#>34 | = 3 and |+0;D4 | = 2 . When projected onto the variable slice
{;4034A ,3428343}, this set of reachable states contains 10 distinct states, a 11,046x reduction. Sim-
ilarly, as shown in Figure 4, the variable slice at the BecomeLeader action node of UniqueLeaders
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�ant ,

∀8 ∈ Node : ∀ 9 ∈ Node : ∀: ∈ Node :

∃& ∈�orum : ∀E ∈ Value :

Pred , {

voted [8 ], voted [ 9 ], voted [: ],

〈8, 9 〉 ∈ vote_msg,

〈 9, 8 〉 ∈ vote_msg,

〈8, : 〉 ∈ vote_msg

8 = 9, 8 = :, 9 = :,

8 ∈ votes[ 9 ], 8 ∈ votes[: ],

9 ∈ votes[8 ], 9 ∈ votes[: ],

: ∈ votes[8 ], : ∈ votes[ 9 ],

leader [8 ],

leader [ 9 ],

leader [: ],

E8 ∈ decided [8 ], E8 ∈ decided [ 9 ],

& = votes[8 ],& = E>C4B [ 9 ] (Preds1)

}

(a) Full grammar for SimpleConsensus.

Pred{leader,decided} , {

8 = 9, 8 = :, 9 = :

leader [8 ],

leader [ 9 ],

leader [: ],

E ∈ decided [8 ], E ∈ decided [ 9 ],

decided [8 ] = {}, decided [ 9 ] = {}

}

(b) Grammar slice for {;4034A,3428343}.

Pred{leader,votes} , {

8 = 9, 8 = :, 9 = :

leader [8 ],

leader [ 9 ],

leader [: ],

8 ∈ votes[ 9 ], 8 ∈ votes[: ]

9 ∈ votes[8 ], 9 ∈ votes[: ]

: ∈ votes[8 ], : ∈ votes[ 9 ]

& = votes[8 ],& = E>C4B [ 9 ]

}

(c) Grammar slice for {E>C4B, E>C4_<B6}.

Fig. 5. Full grammar and some grammar slices for SimpleConsensus protocol. Predicate sets in red indicate

predicates removals that lead to inductive invariant inference failure for SimpleConsensus.

is {;4034A , E>C4B}, which gives a projected state set of 94, a 1,175x reduction from the full reach-
able state set. The variable slices and sizes of the projected state sets at each node are shown in
Figure 4. In our evaluation in Section 6, we demonstrate the effectiveness of these techniques on
larger, more complex protocols, showing in several cases an order of magnitude improvement over
existing syntax-guided approaches.

2.1.2 Interpretability and Failure Diagnosis. Notably, in addition to our technique taking advan-
tage of the inductive proof graph structure for accelerating automated inference, the structure
also provides a natural mechanism for fine-grained failure diagnosis and repair in cases where a
complete inductive proof graph is not synthesized automatically. In particular, global inference
failures manifest as failures localized to particular nodes of this graph e.g., when a local inference
task cannot complete due to a timeout or some specified resource limit. Upon failure, a user can fo-
cus on inspecting this particular node of the graph, and its variable and grammar slice, to consider
how the grammar may need to be repaired/modified in order for the overall inference procedure
to succeed. For example, if the full SimpleConsensus grammar from Figure 5a is modified to re-
move the subset of predicates indicated as Preds1, our inference algorithm may terminate having
generated an incomplete, partial proof graph such as the one shown in Figure 3b. In this case,
this failure is due to the fact that the grammar with Preds1 removed is no longer is able to express
properties about quorums garnered by leaders from voters, which is needed to synthesize a lemma
like LeaderHasQuorum to support the UniqueLeaders lemma. By inspecting the action, lemma, and
variable slice of the failed node, this provides a concrete and fine-grained mechanism for a user to
interpret the automated failure and take effort to repair the grammar. This is a simple example of
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8 William Schultz, Edward Ashton, Heidi Howard, and Stavros Tripakis

the interpretability of our technique, but we examine this in greater detail, on larger protocols, in
our evaluation in Section 6.
In the remainder of this paper, we formalize the above ideas and techniques in more detail, and

present a more extensive evaluation applying our techniques to several complex distributed and
concurrent protocols.

3 PRELIMINARIES

We are focused on the problem of safety verification of protocols formalized as discrete transition
systems, which consists of a core problem of finding adequate inductive invariants. Furthermore,
we are focused on verification of systems that are assumed to be correct i.e., we assume various
bug-finding methods ([18],[3]) have been applied upfront before a proof is undertaken.

Transition Systems and Invariants. The protocols considered in this paper can be modeled as
symbolic transition systems, where a state predicate I defines the possible values of state variables
at initial states of the system, and a predicate) defines the transition relation. A transition system
" is then defined as " = (� ,) ), and the behaviors of " are defined as the set of all sequences of
states f1 → f2 → . . . that begin in some state satisfying � and where every transition f8 → f8+1
satisfies) . The reachable states of" are the set of all states that exist in some behavior. In this paper
we are concerned with the verification of invariants, which are predicates over the state variables
of a system that hold true at every reachable state of a system" . In this paper, we also assume that
the transition relation ) for a system " is composed of distinct logical actions, ) = �1 ∨ · · · ∨ �: .
For example, a simple transition relation of this form is ) = (G ′ = G + 1) ∨ (G ′ = G + 2), where a
primed state variable (G ′) represents the value of that state variable in the next state.

Guarded Actions. We also define a restricted class of systems where transition relations are ex-
pressed in a guarded action style. That is, systems where all actions� are of the form� = %A4∧%>BC ,
where %A4 is a predicate over current state variables and %>BC is a conjunction of update formu-
las of the form G ′8 = 58 (D8 ), where 58 is some expression over a subset of current state variables
D8 . For simplicity, we assume that all state variables always appear in %>BC , and that for variables
unchanged by a protocol action, they simply appear in %>BC with an identity update expression,
G ′8 = G8 . Note that although systems in guarded action style have deterministic update expres-
sions, these systems can still be non-deterministic, due to non-determinism over constant system
parameters, e.g., as seen in SimpleConsensus in Figure 1.

Inductive Invariants and Relative Induction. The standard technique for proving an invariant (
of a system" = (� ,) ) is to develop an inductive invariant [32], which is a state predicate �=3 such
that �=3 ⇒ ( and

� ⇒ �=3 (2)

�=3 ∧) ⇒ �=3 ′ (3)

where �=3 ′ denotes the predicate �=3 where state variables are replaced by their primed, next-
state versions. Conditions (2) and (3) are, respectively, referred to as initiation and consecution.
Condition (2) states that �=3 holds at all initial states. Condition (3) states that �=3 is inductive, i.e.,
if it holds at some state B then it also holds at any successor of B . Together these two conditions
imply that �=3 is also an invariant, i.e., that �=3 holds at all reachable states.
Typically, an inductive invariant is represented as a strengthening of ( via a conjunction of

smaller lemma invariants, !1, . . . , !: , such that the final inductive invariant is defined as �=3 =

( ∧ !1 ∧ · · · ∧ !: . Throughout this paper we assume inductive invariants can be represented in
this form. Note also that for a given system " = (� ,) ), a state predicate may be inductive only
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Scalable, Interpretable Distributed Protocol Verification by Inductive Proof Slicing 9

under the assumption of some other predicate. For given state predicates �=3 and !, if the formula
! ∧ �=3 ∧) ⇒ �=3 ′ is valid, we say that �=3 is inductive relative to !.

4 INDUCTIVE PROOF GRAPHS

Our inductive invariant inference technique is based around on a core logical data structure, the
inductive proof graph, which we discuss and formalize in this section. This graph encodes the
structure of an inductive invariant in a way that is amenable to accelerating invariant inference
via slicing, and also to localized reasoning and human interpretability.

4.1 Inductive Invariant Decomposition

A monolithic approach to inductive invariant development, where one searches for a single in-
ductive invariant that is a conjunction of smaller lemmas, is a general proof methodology for
safety verification [32]. Any monolithic inductive invariant, however, can alternatively be viewed
in terms of its relative induction dependency structure, which is the initial basis for our formal-
ization of inductive proof graphs, and which decomposes an inductive invariant based on this
structure.
Namely, for a transition system" = (� ,) ) and associated invariant ( , given an inductive invari-

ant

�=3 = ( ∧ !1 ∧ · · · ∧ !:

each lemma in this overall invariant may only depend inductively on some other subset of lemmas
in �=3 . More formally, proving the consecution step of such an invariant requires establishing
validity of the following formula

(( ∧ !1 ∧ · · · ∧ !: ) ∧) ⇒ (( ∧ !1 ∧ · · · ∧ !: )
′ (4)

which can be decomposed into the following set of independent proof obligations:

(( ∧ !1 ∧ · · · ∧ !: ) ∧) ⇒ (′

(( ∧ !1 ∧ · · · ∧ !: ) ∧) ⇒ !′1
...

(( ∧ !1 ∧ · · · ∧ !: ) ∧) ⇒ !′:

(5)

If the overall invariant �=3 is inductive, then each of the proof obligations in Formula 5 must be
valid. That is, each lemma in �=3 is inductive relative to the conjunction of all other lemmas in �=3 .

With this in mind, if we define L = {(, !1, . . . , !: } as the lemma set of �=3 , we can consider the
notion of a support set for a lemma in L as any subset * ⊆ L such that ! is inductive relative to
the conjunction of lemmas in * i.e., (

∧
ℓ∈* ℓ) ∧ ! ∧ ) ⇒ !′. As shown above in Formula 5, L is

always a support set for any lemma in L, but it may not be the smallest support set. This support
set notion gives rise a structure we refer to as the lemma support graph, which is induced by each
lemma’s mapping to a given support set, each of which may be much smaller than L.
For distributed and concurrent protocols, the transition relation of a system " = (� ,) ) is typ-

ically a disjunction of several distinct actions i.e., ) = �1 ∨ · · · ∨ �= , as described in Section 3.
So, each node of a lemma support graph can be augmented with sub-nodes, one for each action
of the overall transition relation. Lemma support edges in the graph then run from a lemma to
a specific action node, rather than directly to a target lemma. Incorporation of this action-based
decomposition now lets us define the full inductive proof graph structure.

Definition 4.1. For a system " = (� ,) ) with ) = �1 ∨ · · · ∨ �: , an inductive proof graph is a
directed graph (+ , �) where
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(

�1 �2

!1

!1.2

!2

�1 �1

!1.1

(!1 ∧ ( ∧�1 ⇒ ( ′ ) (!2 ∧ ( ∧�2 ⇒ ( ′ )

(!1.1 ∧ !1.2 ∧ !1 ∧�1 ⇒ !′1 ) (!1.2 ∧ !2 ∧�1 ⇒ !′2 )

Fig. 6. Sample inductive proof graph. Lemma nodes are depicted as ovals, action nodes as boxes, and associ-

ated inductive proof obligations are shown in parentheses next to each action node. Self-inductive obligations

are omi�ed for brevity. Action to lemma node relationships are shown as incoming lemma node edges.

• + = +! ∪+� consists of a set of lemma nodes +! and action nodes +�, where
– +! is a set of state predicates over " .
– +� = +! × {�1, . . . , �: } is a set of action nodes, associated with each lemma node in +! .
• � ⊆ +! ×+� is a set of lemma support edges.

Figure 6 shows an example of an inductive proof graph along with its corresponding inductive
proof obligations annotating each action node. Note that, for simplicity, when depicting inductive
proof graphs, if an action node is self-inductive, we omit it. Also, action nodes are, by default,
always associated with a particular lemma, so when depicting these graphs, we show edges that
connect action nodes to their parent lemma node, even though these edges do not appear in the
formal definition.

4.2 Inductive Proof Graph Validity

We now define a notion of validity for an inductive proof graph. That is, we define conditions on
when a proof graph can be seen as corresponding to a complete inductive invariant and, corre-
spondingly, when the lemmas of the graph can be determined to be invariants of the underlying
system.

Definition 4.2 (Local Action Validity). For an inductive proof graph (+! ∪+�, �), let the inductive
support set of an action node (!,�) ∈ +� be defined as (D?? (!,�) = {ℓ ∈ +! : (ℓ, (!,�)) ∈ �}. We
then say that an action node (!,�) is locally valid if the following holds:

©
«

∧
ℓ∈(D?? (!,�)

ℓ
ª®
¬
∧ ! ∧ �⇒ !′ (6)

Definition 4.3 (Local Lemma Validity). For an inductive proof graph (+! ∪+�, �), a lemma node
! ∈ +! is locally valid if all of its associated action nodes, {!} × {�1, . . . , �: }, are locally valid. We
alternately refer to a lemma node that is locally valid as being discharged.

Based on the above local validity definitions, the notion of validity for a full inductive proof
graph is then straightforward to define.

Definition 4.4 (Inductive Proof Graph Validity). An inductive proof graph is valid whenever all
lemma nodes of the graph are locally valid.

The validity notion for an inductive proof graph establishes lemmas of such a graph as invariants
of the underlying system " , since a valid inductive proof graph can be seen to correspond with a
complete inductive invariant. We formalize this as follows.
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Lemma 4.5. For a system " = (� ,) ), if an inductive proof graph (+! ∪+�, �) for " is valid, and

� ⇒ ! for every ! ∈ +! , then the conjunction of all lemmas in +! is an inductive invariant.

Proof. The conjunction of all lemmas in a valid graph must be an inductive invariant, since
every lemma’s support set exists as a subset of all lemmas in the proof graph, and all lemmas hold
on the initial states. �

Theorem 4.6. For a system " = (� ,) ), if a corresponding inductive proof graph (+! ∪ +�, �) for

" is valid, and � ⇒ ! for every ! ∈ +! , then every ! ∈ +! is an invariant of" .

Proof. By Lemma 4.5, the conjunction of all lemmas in a valid proof graph is an inductive
invariant, and for any set of predicates, if their conjunction is an invariant of" , then each conjunct
must be an invariant of " . �

4.2.1 Note on Cycles and Subgraphs. Note that the definition of proof graph validity does not
imply any restriction on cycles in a valid inductive proof graph. For example, a proof graph that
is a pure :-cycle can be valid. For example, consider a simple ring counter system with 3 state
variables, 0, 1, and 2 , where a single value gets passed from 0 to 1 to 2 and exactly one variable
holds the value at any time. An inductive invariant establishing the property that 0 always has
a well-formed value will consist of 3 properties that form a 3-cycle, each stating that 0,1 and 2’s
state are, respectively, always well-formed.
Also note that based on the above validity definition, any subgraph of an inductive proof graph

can also be considered valid, if it meets the necessary conditions. Thus, in combination with Theo-
rem 4.6 this implies that, even if a particular proof graph is not valid, there may be subgraphs that
are valid and, therefore, can be used to infer that a subset of lemmas in the overall graph are valid
invariants.

5 INVARIANT INFERENCE WITH INDUCTIVE PROOF SLICING

Our inductive invariant inference technique, inductive proof slicing, builds an invariant inference
algorithm around the inductive proof graph as its core data structure. Our algorithm integrates
the inductive proof graph with a syntax-guided inductive invariant synthesis approach similar to
previously explored approaches [10, 39]. Explicit maintenance of the proof graph structure during
inference, however, allows a series of localized slicing optimizations that accelerate local inference
tasks by several orders of magnitude in many cases. Also, as discussed previously, it provides an
effective, fine-grained interpretability and diagnosis mechanismwhen global inference fails to find
a complete proof.

5.1 Our Invariant Inference Algorithm

At a high level, our inductive invariant inference algorithm incrementally constructs an inductive
proof graph, starting from a given safety property ( as its initial lemma node. It works backwards
from the safety property by synthesizing support lemmas for any proof nodes that are not yet
discharged. To synthesize these lemmas, we perform a local, syntax-guided invariant synthesis
routine at each proof graph node. Once all nodes of the proof graph have been discharged, the
algorithm terminates, returning a complete, valid inductive proof graph. If it cannot discharge all
nodes successfully, either due to a timeout or other specified resource bounds, it may return a
partial, incomplete proof graph, containing some nodes that have not been discharged and are
instead marked as failed. The overall algorithm is described formally in Algorithm 1, which we
walk through and discuss in more detail below.

Formally, our algorithm takes as input a safety property ( , a transition system " = (� ,) ), and
tries to prove that ( is an invariant of" by finding an inductive invariant sufficient for proving ( . It
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Algorithm 1 Our inductive invariant inference algorithm with proof slicing.

1: Inputs: Transition system" = (�, ) ) , target safety property ( , grammar Preds.

2: procedure DoIndProofSlice(" , ( , Preds)

3: +! ← {( } ⊲ Initialize the inductive proof graph.

4: +� ← {( } × {�1, . . . , �: }

5: � ← ∅

6: � ← (+! ∪+�, � )

7: failed ← ∅

8: if ∀0 ∈ +� : (0 is locally valid) ∨ (0 ∈ failed ) then ⊲ Check if all graph nodes are discharged.

9: return (�, failed ) . ⊲ Returned graph � is valid if failed = ∅

10: else

11: Pick (!,�) ∈ (+� \ failed ) such that (!,�) is not locally valid. ⊲ Pick a graph node to work on.

12: (Supp (!,�) , success) ← LocalInvInference(" , Preds, !, �) ⊲ See Algorithm 2

13: if ¬success then

14: failed ← failed ∪ { (!,�) }

15: goto Line 8

16: end if

17: +! ← +! ∪ Supp ⊲ Update the proof graph.

18: +� ← +� ∪ (Supp × {�1, . . . , �: })

19: � ← � ∪ (Supp × { (!, �) })

20: goto Line 8.

21: end if

22: end procedure

starts by initializing an inductive proof graph (+!∪+�, �) where+! = {(},+� = {(}×{�1, . . . , �: },
and � = ∅, as shown on Line 3 of Algorithm 1. From here, the graph is incrementally extended by
synthesizing support lemmas and adding support edges from these lemmas to action nodes that
are not yet discharged.
As shown in the main loop of Algorithm 1 at Line 11, the algorithm repeatedly selects some

node of the graph that is not discharged, and runs a local inference task at that node (Line 12 of
Algorithm 1). Our local inference routine for synthesizing support lemmas Supp (!,�) , is a subrou-
tine, LocalInvInference, of the overall algorithm, and is shown separately as Algorithm 2, and
described in more detail below in Section 5.2. Once the local inference call LocalInvInference
completes successfully, the generated set of support lemmas, Supp (!,�) , is added to the current

proof graph (Line 17 of Algorithm 1), and if there are remaining nodes that are not discharged,
the algorithm continues. Otherwise, it terminates with a complete, valid proof graph (Line 9 of
Algorithm 1).

It is also possible that, throughout execution, some local inference tasks fail, due to various
reasons e.g., exceeding a local timeout, exhausting a grammar, or reaching some other specified
execution or resource bound. In this case, we mark a node as failed (Line 14 of Algorithm 1), and
continue as before, excluding failed nodes from future consideration for local inference. Due to our
marking of nodes as locally failed, it is possible for the algorithm to terminate with some nodes
that are not discharged (i.e. are marked in failed). We discuss this aspect further in our evaluation
section where we discuss the interpretability and diagnosis capabilities of our approach.
The above outlines the execution of our algorithm at a high level. To make it efficient, however,

we rely on several key optimizations that are enabled by the variable slicing computations we
perform during local inference. We discuss these in more detail below and how they accelerate
our overall inference procedure.
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Algorithm 2 Local invariant synthesis routine.

1: procedure LocalInvInference(" , Preds, !, �)

2: Vars (!,�) ← Slice(!,�) ⊲ See Definition 5.2.

3: Preds (!,�) ← GrammarSlice(Preds, Vars (!,�) ) ⊲ Filters grammar to predicates with variables in Vars (!,�) .

4: Supp (!,�) ← ∅

5: �) �B ← GenerateCTIs(", !,�) ⊲ Generate local counterexamples to induction (violations of ! ∧�⇒ !′).

6: while�) �B ≠ ∅ do

7: Invs ← GenerateLemmaInvs(", Vars (!,�) , Preds (!,�) )

8: if ∃� ∈ Invs : � eliminates some CTI in�) �B then

9: Pick !<0G ∈ Invs that eliminates the most CTIs from �)�B .

10: Supp (!,�) ← Supp (!,�) ∪ {!<0G }

11: �)�B ← �)�B \ {B ∈ �) �B : B 6 |= !<0G }

12: else

13: either goto Line 7

14: or return (Supp (!,�) , False) ⊲ Fail: couldn’t eliminate all CTIs.

15: end if

16: end while

17: return (Supp (!,�) , True) ⊲ Success: eliminated all CTIs

18: end procedure

5.2 Local Inference and Variable Slicing

As discussed above, our local inference routine, LocalInvInference, shown in Algorithm 2, is exe-
cuted at each graph node (!,�). It begins by computing a local variable slice, Vars (!,�) , at this node
(Algorithm 2, Line 2), which is a subset of the overall state variables of the given system" that are
sufficient to consider when discharging this node. Next, a local grammar slice (Line 3 of Algorithm
2) is computed based on this variable slice, and then we generate a set of local counterexamples to
induction (CTIs), which are counterexamples to the local inductive proof obligation, ! ∧ � ⇒ !′.
The main local inference loop then begins at Line 7, which involves the generation of candidate
lemma invariants to use for elimination of the set of generated CTIs. This invariant generation
procedure, defined as GenerateLemmaInvs in Algorithm 2, also makes use of the variable slice
Vars (!,�) to accelerate its computations, which we discuss in more detail below in Section 5.3.
The above provides a high level overview of our local inference routine. Key to our overall

approach is the acceleration of this routine based on the variable slices computed at each node, so
we discuss below the computation of these slices more precisely. We then discuss how these slices
are used to accelerate local inference in more detail in Section 5.3.

5.2.1 Computing Variable Slices. When considering an action node (!,�), any support lemmas
for this node must, to a first approximation, refer only to state variables that appear in either ! or
�. We can make use of this general idea to compute a variable slice for counterexamples presented
at each node. That is, we remove from consideration any state variables that are irrelevant for
establishing a valid support set for that node. Intuitively, the variable slice of an action node (!,�)
can be understood as the union of: (1) the set of all variables appearing in the precondition of �,
(2) the set of all variables appearing in the definition of lemma !, (3) for any variables in !, the set
of all variables upon which the update expressions of those variables depend.
More precisely, our slicing computation at each action node is based on the following static

analysis of a lemma and action pair (!,�). First, letV be the set of all state variables in our system,
and let V′ refer to the primed, next-state copy of these variables. For an action node (!,�), we
have !∧�⇒ !′ as its initial inductive proof obligation. As noted in Section 3, we consider actions
to be written in guarded action form, so they can be expressed as � = %A4 ∧ %>BC , where %A4 is a
predicate over a set of current state variables, denoted +0AB (%A4) ⊆ V , and %>BC is a conjunction
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of update expressions of the form G ′8 = 58 (D8 ), where G
′
8 ∈ V

′ and 58 (D8 ) is an expression over a
subset of current state variables D8 ⊆ V.

Definition 5.1. For an action� = %A4∧%>BC and variable G ′8 ∈ V
′ with update expression 58 (D8)

in %>BC , we define the cone of influence of G ′8 , denoted �$� (G
′
8 ), as the variable set D8 . For a set of

primed state variables X = {G ′1, . . . , G
′
:
}, we define �$� (X) simply as �$� (G ′1) ∪ · · · ∪�$� (G

′
:
)

Now, if we let +0AB (%A4) ⊆ V and +0AB (!′) ⊆ V′ be the sets of state variables that appear in
the expressions of !′ and %A4 , respectively, then we can formally define the notion of a slice as
follows.

Definition 5.2. For an action node (!,�), its variable slice is the set of state variables

(;824 (!,�) = +0AB (%A4) ∪+0AB (!) ∪�$� (+0AB (!′))

Based on this definition, we can now show that a variable slice is a strictly sufficient set of
variables to consider when developing a support set for an action node.

Theorem 5.3. For an action node (!,�), if a valid support set exists, there must exist one whose

expressions refer only to variables in (;824 (!,�).

Proof. Without loss of generality, the existence of a support set for (!,�) can be defined as the
existence of a predicate (D?? such that the formula

(D?? ∧ ! ∧� ∧ ¬!′ (7)

is unsatisfiable. As above, actions are of the form � = %A4 ∧ %>BC , where %>BC is a conjunction of
update expressions, G ′8 = 58 (D8 ), so Formula 7 can be re-written as

(D?? ∧ ! ∧ %A4 ∧ ¬!′ [%>BC] (8)

where !′ [%>BC] represents the expression !′ with every G ′8 ∈ +0AB (!
′) substituted with the update

expression given by 58 (D8 ). From this, it is straightforward to show our original goal. If ! ∧ %A4 ∧
¬!′ [%>BC] is satisfiable, and there exists a (D?? that makes Formula 8 unsatisfiable, then clearly
(D?? must only refer to variables that appear in ! ∧ %A4 ∧ ¬!′ [%>BC], which are exactly the set of
variables in (;824 (!,�).

�

5.3 Accelerating Local Inference with Slicing

As described above and shown in Algorithm 2, our local inference algorithm consists of a main
loop that searches for candidate protocol invariants to eliminate a set of locally generated CTIs.
The search space for these candidate invariants is defined by the grammar given as input to our
overall algorithm, Preds, and the GenerateLemmaInvs routine uses a set of reachable system
states ' to validate these candidate invariants. Thus, the number of candidates generates by Preds
and the size of ' are the two largest factors impacting the performance of these local inference
tasks, which make up the main computational work of our overall algorithm. We accelerate these
tasks by making use of the local variable slices at each node to apply our grammar slicing and state
slicing optimizations.
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5.3.1 Grammar Slicing. At the beginning of local inference, we use our local variable slice to
prune the set of predicates in this global grammar based on the variables that appear in the local
variable slice. To compute the local grammar slice at a node (!,�), we simply filter out any atomic
predicates in Preds that do not refer to a set of variables that is a subset of Vars (!,�) , our locally
computed variable slice. This local grammar slice is passed as input to our invariant enumeration
routine, GenerateLemmaInvs, which samples candidate predicates generated by this grammar.
Aa a concrete example, in our SimpleConsensus protocol example, when using the grammars as

shown in Figure 5a, when operating on the {;4034A ,3428343} variable slice, our technique gener-
ates a set of 3 term candidate invariants over the grammar slice in 5b of size 448, after applying
basic logical equivalence reductions. Without grammar slicing applied (i.e., using the full grammar
of 5a), we generate 18,312 candidates, a roughly 40x reduction in the search space of candidates
enabled by grammar slicing in this case.

5.3.2 State Slicing. After generating candidate invariants defined by a local grammar slice, the
GenerateLemmaInvs routine uses a set of reachable system states ' to validate these candidate
invariants. In general, this set of explored reachable states sampled during inference, ', only needs
to be computed once e.g., at the beginning of Algorithm 1, since the underlying system" is fixed
and does not change throughout inference. Furthermore, when we run a local inference routine,
we both compute a local projection of this state set ', projecting out any variables absent from
the local variable slice Vars (!,�) , and cache this projected state set for future use throughout the
algorithm.
For a counterexample guided inference procedure like ours, there are often several rounds of

inference that occur, so this set ' may be re-used many times, at different local inference tasks
throughout. So, even with some upfront cost paid for caching this set and sets of sliced projections,
computation of these projected state sets can often significantly speed up inference for large tasks,
as we build up a cache of projected state sets. We show in our evaluation how this can often have
a significant impact on the efficiency of the invariant inference procedure, since we often reduce
the state space to check invariants over by several orders of magnitude.
For example, as discussed for the SimpleConsensus example protocol presented in Section 2, it

contains 6 state variables, and for finite parameter instantiations where |#>34 | = 3 and |+0;D4 | = 2,
the set of explored reachable states is 110,464. Since a variable slice is simply a subset of state
variables, with 6 state variables there are 64 = 26 possible slices. The 75th percentile of these state
set sizes is 28,415, a ≈ 4x reduction from the full set of 110,464 states. In practice, as shown in Figure
4, the actual size of these projected state slices used during verification can often be significantly
smaller as a fraction of the original set '.

5.4 Interpretability and Failure Diagnosis

Our inference algorithm constructs an inductive proof graph as it proceeds, and in cases of failure
to generate a complete, valid proof graph, this structure provides a natural way to understand what
parts of the inference procedure were problematic. In particular, failures are localized to specific
nodes of this graph, which correspond to specific lemma and action pairs, along with the variable
slice computed at that node, and the corresponding grammar slice. Although we don’t have a fully
automatic repair procedure, this localization provides guidance to a user if their aim is to repair the
grammar to achieve convergence. Specifically, it allows them to focus on (1) the particular subset
of variables in the node’s slice and (2) the action and lemma of the failed node. In practice, this
often provides useful guidance in terms of understanding why the tool wasn’t able to synthesize
a complete inductive proof.
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Furthermore, a user can also attempt to examine counterexamples to induction (CTIs) at this
local node that were not eliminated by existing set of synthesized support lemma (D?? (!,�) as
shown in Algorithm 1. We illustrate this in more depth on a concrete protocol example in our
evaluation section, demonstrating how this can be an effective approach in aiding convergence
for complex protocol verification tasks.

6 EVALUATION

We evaluated our technique along both the dimensions of scalability and interpretability. To evalu-
ate scalability, we test our technique on a set of distributed and concurrent protocols in a range of
complexities, up to distributed protocol specifications considerably larger than those previously
solved by other existing tools. Some of the larger benchmarks we test include models of the Her-
mes and Zeus replication protocols [23, 24], which are modern, nontrivial fault-tolerant protocols
that were published with accompanying formal specifications. We also test a large, asynchronous,
message-passing specification of the Raft consensus algorithm [35], and models of the Bakery al-
gorithm, a concurrent mutual exclusion algorithm [27].We compare our approach against another
state of the art inductive invariant inference technique that is based on a similar, syntax-guided
synthesis approach and accepts similar inputs [39].
To examine the interpretability of our technique, we present a case study of examining some

of the proof graphs synthesized by our tool, and how these graphs aided our understanding and
development of synthesizing an inductive invariant for our message passing Raft benchmark.

Implementation and Setup. Our inductive invariant inference algorithm is implemented in a tool,
Scimitar, which consists of approximately 6100 lines of Python code, and accepts as input proto-
cols specified in the TLA+ specification language [29]. Internally, Scimitar uses the TLC model
checker [49], for most of its compute-intensive inference sub-routines, like checking candidate
lemma invariants and CTI generation and elimination checking. Specifically, it uses TLC to gener-
ate counterexamples to induction for finite protocol instances using a randomized search technique
[30]. Our current implementation uses TLC version 2.15 with some modifications to enable the op-
timizations employed in our technique.We also use the TLA+ proof system (TLAPS) [7] to validate
the correctness of the inductive invariants inferred by our tool. Code for our implementation and
protocol benchmarks and results described below is available in the supplementary material for
this paper, along with instructions for running our benchmarks.
All of our experiments below were carried out on a 56-core Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2680 v4

@ 2.40GHz machine with 64GB of allocated RAM. We configured our tool to use a maximum of
24 worker threads for TLC model checking and other parallelizable inference tasks. We also use
fixed parameters to our tool, which include a setting of #8=EB = 80, 000, which defines the number
of candidate invariants sampled at each inference round, and #2C8B = 10, 000, which defines the
maximum number of CTIs to generate at each round to use for elimination checking.

6.1 Scalability

6.1.1 Benchmarks. We used our tool to develop inductive invariants for establishing core safety
properties of 6 protocol benchmarks. These protocols are summarized in Table 1, along with var-
ious statistics about the specifications and invariants. All formal specifications of these protocols
are defined in TLA+, some of which existed from prior work and some of which we developed
or modified based on existing specifications. Our aim in this benchmark was to evaluate our tool
on a range of protocol complexities, to understand how it performs against existing techniques
for smaller protocols, and then to examine both its performance gains on medium-large protocols,
and to also examine the scale of protocols it could solve that existing tools could not.
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Scimitar endive

Benchmark LoC |' | +0AB |A| |%A43B | # Lemmas Time Time

TwoPhase 195 288 6 7 18 12 348 173

SimpleConsensus 108 110,464 6 5 25 9 748 416

ZeusReliableCommit 363 339,985 11 11 70 7 997 4903

Hermes 355 2,500,000 11 9 90 6 477 timeout

Bakery 234 6,016,610 6 10 60 19 6121 timeout

AsyncRaft 583 10,000,000 12 15 110 9 13524 timeout

Table 1. Protocols used in evaluation and metrics on their specifications and inductive proof graphs. The |R|

column reports the size of the set of explored reachable states used during inference, |%A43B | is the number

of predicates in the base grammar, and Vars and A, respectively, show the number of state variables and

actions in the specification. Time shows the time in seconds to infer an inductive invariant. The (endive)

column represents the baseline approach based on the technique of [39], when run with the same relevant

parameters. A timeout entry indicates no invariant found a�er an 8 hour timeout.

The TwoPhase benchmark is a high level specification of the two-phase commit protocol [15],
and SimpleConsensus is the consensus protocol presented in Section 2. The Hermes and ZeusReli-

ableCommit benchmarks are specifications of modern replication protocols whose designs draw
inspiration from cache coherence protocols [23, 24]. Both protocols were published recently and
were originally presented with TLA+ specifications, which we use in our benchmarks.

The Bakery benchmark is a specification of Lamport’s Bakery algorithm for mutual exclusion
[27]. The largest benchmark tested is an industrial scale specification of the Raft consensus pro-
tocol [35]. The specification we use is based on a model similar to the original Raft formal spec-
ification [34, 44], and models asynchronous message passing between all nodes and fine-grained
local state. The safety property checked is the high level ElectionSafety property of Raft, which
states that no two leaders can be elected in the same “term" value, which is a monotonic integral
timestamp maintained at each server in the Raft protocol.
We note that the largest protocol specifications we test are of a complexity significantly greater

than those tested in recent automated invariant inference techniques, so we consider them as the
most relevant benchmarks for evaluating our scalability and interpretability features. For example,
even in a recent approach, DuoAI [47] reports the LoC of the largest protocol tested as 123 lines
of code in the Ivy language [37], which is of a similar abstraction level to TLA+. Our largest speci-
fication of Raft is over 500 lines of TLA+. Thus, we view our benchmarks as examining scalability
of our technique on protocols that are notably more complex than those tested by existing tools.
Note that all protocols tested are parameterized, meaning that they are typically infinite-state,

but have some fixed set of parameters that can be instantiated with finite parameters e.g. the
set of processes or servers. Our inference algorithm runs using finite instantiations of protocol
parameters, but our grammar templates are general enough to infer invariants that are valid for
all instantiations of the protocol. Once synthesized by our tool, we validate the correctness of the
inductive invariants using the TLC model checker and the TLA+ proof system [7].

6.1.2 Results Summary. Table 1 shows various statistics about the protocols we tested, including
the number of state variables, number of actions, lines of code (LoC) in the TLA+ protocol spec-
ifications, number of lemmas in each proof graph, etc. We compare against another state of the
art inductive invariant inference tool, endive, which was presented in [39], since it both accepts
specifications in TLA+ and is also based on similar syntax-guided synthesis technique with similar
input parameters. Thus, it makes a good candidate for comparisons since it has both performed
strongly on modern distributed protocol inference benchmarks and is also the most analogous to
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Fig. 7. Complete, synthesized inductive proof graph for the TwoPhase specification. the safety property la-

beled as Safety is the consistency property of two-phase commit stating that no two resource managers have

conflicting commit and abort decisions. Local variable slices are shown as sets below each action node.

our tool in terms of input and approach. To our knowledge, we are not aware of any other existing
tool that can solve the largest benchmarks we test.
At a high level, the results can be understood as falling into roughly three distinct qualitative

classes of performance. At the smallest protocol level, for benchmarks TwoPhase and SimpleCon-

sensus, our approach successfully finds an inductive invariant, but its runtime is of comparable,
albeit slower, performance than the endive tool, the baseline approach from [39]. We view this
an expected artifact of our technique and implementation, which is optimized for scalability, at
the cost of some upfront overhead when caching state states initially, etc. Also, as an artifact of
our current implementation, each local inference on the proof graph can have a slightly higher
startup overhead than the endive implementation, which batches and parallelizes more inference
tasks together. The main goal for these smaller protocols, though, was to simply verify that our
tool performs within a similar class of performance as existing approaches.
At the medium protocol level, the baseline approach of endive can still solve some benchmarks,

but our technique provides an order of magnitude performance improvement. For example, for
the ZeusReliableCommit benchmark, we see a roughly 5x improvement in runtime. For Hermes,
the endive tool was not able to find an inductive invariant after an 8 hour timeout, and ours was
able to find one in less than 10 minutes. Note that the size of the Hermes protocol’s reachable state
space is too large to instantiate with reasonable finite parameters that can be fully exhausted, so the
|' | column represents a set of 2.5 million reachable states that we sampled for this inference run.
The performance of the Hermes benchmark in this case correlates strongly with the effectiveness
of state slicing in this case. For example, though the set' is over 2million states for this benchmark,
during our inference run, the largest state slice used for local inference was 36,418 states (≈ 40x
reduction), based on a largest variable slice containing 4 / 11 total state variables.
In the largest class of protocols, including Bakery and AsyncRaft, our approach is able to solve

all of these benchmarks whereas endive times out on all of them. The AsyncRaft protocol is the
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Fig. 8. Synthesized AsyncRa� inductive proof graph for proof of the ElectionSafety property.

largest benchmark we test, and we are able to synthesize an inductive proof graph for the Election-
Safety property in just under 4 hours. We sample a set of 10,000,000 reachable states for the set |' |
for this benchmark, and, similarly, the performance is heavily impacted by the gains from state
slicing during these inference runs. We observed that the largest state slice set used during a local
inference run for this benchmark was approximately 18,183 states, again an order of magnitude
reduction over the full set of states from '. Our approach is also seen to be effective at intelligently
focusing on subsets of variables that are relevant for each local inference task. For example, Fig-
ure 8 shows the complete inductive proof graph synthesized for AsyncRaft and the ElectionSafety
property, and its variable slices are often relatively small subsets of the overall state variable set
of 12 variables for the AsyncRaft protocol specification.

6.2 Interpretability

To examine the interpretability of our technique, we analyzed how our inductive proof graph
structure aided in the development and understanding of inductive proof graphs, and the repair
of grammars in cases of failure on real protocols.
As a high level presentation of the interpretability of our method, Figure 7 shows a complete

synthesized proof graph for the TwoPhase benchmark, which is a specification of the classic two-
phase commit protocol [15]. In the two-phase commit protocol, a transaction manager aims to
achieve agreement from a set of resource managers on whether to commit or abort a transaction.
This proof graph establishes the core safety property of two-phase commitwhich states that no two
resource managers can come to conflicting commit and abort decisions. The structure of this proof
graph provides an intuitive way to understand the structure of the inductive proof in a way that a
monolithic inductive invariant does not. For example, it admits a relatively tree-like structure, and
we can naturally focus on sub-components on the graph, and consider parts of the graph based
on actions and their relationships to lemmas. For example, it is intuitive to see that the root safety
node, Safety, has support lemmas via 2 actions, RMRcvCommitMsg and RMChooseToAbort, which
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Fig. 9. Incomplete AsyncRa� inductive proof graph for proof of the ElectionSafety property that was synthe-

sizedwhenmissing grammar predicates relating to vote requestmessages (voteReqs) and the locally recorded

votes on servers (votedFor).

represent, respectively, the actions a resource manager takes to commit or abort. That is, these are
specifically the actions that can directly falsify the target safety property of two-phase commit.
More precisely, lemma �=E108 states the invariant that if a resource manager has aborted, then
there cannot have been a “commit” message sent by the transaction manager, which is necessary
to ensure that the safety is not violated by some resource manager trying to commit.
We additionally examined how the interpretability of inductive proof graphs can be used in

assisting our tool when fully automated synthesis initially fails. We studied this in the context of
the development of the AsyncRaft benchmark. In Figure 8, we show a complete synthesized proof
graph for the high level ElectionSafety property of Raft, which states that two leaders cannot be
elected in the same “term", which is a monotonic counter maintained at each server in the Raft
protocol.
During development of this proof, we encountered a case of partial convergence, where an

incomplete proof graph was synthesized with some failed nodes. For example, Figure 9 shows an
example of such a partial proof graph for the AsyncRaft protocol, where the proof graph failed
to synthesize an inductive proof for the target ElectionSafety property. In this case, there was a
synthesized lemma, �=E22227, whose failure ultimately was caused by the absence of predicates in
our grammar that related the votedFor variable of Raft, which locally records whether a server has
voted for another server, and the set of vote request messages in flight, voteReqs, both of which
appear in the local variable slice of the failed node, �=E22227. Small modifications to the grammar
based on these observations were part of the development process that led us to converging on a
complete proof graph as shown in Figure 8.
Overall, we found that these proof graph structures generally provided a much greater degree

of insight into and understanding of the synthesis process versus other, monolithic approaches. In
particular, they were helpful in understanding the intuitive structure of a protocol and aiding in
understanding what sections of the protocol our automated tool was finding difficult to handle.
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7 RELATED WORK

Automated Inductive Invariant Inference. There are several recently published techniques that
attempt to solve the problem of fully automated inductive invariant inference for distributed pro-
tocols, including IC3PO [12], SWISS [17] DistAI [48], and others [39, 47]. These tools, however,
provide little feedback when they fail on a given problem, and the large scale protocols we pre-
sented in this paper are of a complexity considerably higher than what existing modern tools in
this area can solve.
In the related domain of general model checking algorithms, we believe that our inductive proof

graph structure for managing large scale inductive invariants bears similarities with approaches
developed for managing proof obligation queues in IC3/PDR [2, 16]. In some sense, our approach
revolves around making the set of proof obligations and their dependencies explicit (and also
incorporating action-based decomposition), which can be a key factor in tuning of IC3/PDR, which
often has many non-deterministic choices throughout execution.
More broadly, there exist many prior techniques for the automatic generation of program and

protocol invariants that rely on data driven or grammar based approaches. Houdini [11] and
Daikon [8] both use enumerative checking approaches to discover program invariants. FreqHorn
[10] tries to discover quantified program invariants about arrays using an enumerative approach
that discovers invariants in stages and also makes use of the program syntax. Other techniques
have also tried to make invariant discovery more efficient by using improved search strategies
based on MCMC sampling [40].

Interactive and Compositional Verification. There is other prior work that attempts to employ
compositional and interactive techniques for safety verification of distributed protocols, but these
typically did not focus on presenting a fully automated and interpretable inference technique. For
example, the Ivy system [37] and additional related work on exploiting modularity for decidability
[42].
In the Ivy system [37] one main focus is on the modeling language, with a goal of making it

easy to represent systems in a decidable fragment of first order logic, so as to ensure verification
conditions always provide some concrete feedback in the form of counterexamples. They also
discuss an interactive approach for generalization from counterexamples, that has similarities to
the UPDR approach used in extensions of IC3/PDR [22]. In contrast, our work is primarily focused
on different concerns e.g., we focus on compositionality as a means to provide an efficient and
scalable automated inference technique, and as a means to produce a more interpretable proof
artifact, in addition to allowing for localized counterexample reasoning and slicing. They also
do not present a fully automated inference technique, as we do. Additionally, we view decidable
modeling as an orthogonal component of the verification process that could be complementary to
our approach.
More generally, compositional verification has a long history and has been employed as a key

technique for addressing complexity of large scale systems verification. For example, previous
work has tried to decompose proofs into decidable sub-problems [42]. The notion of learning as-
sumptions for compositional assume-guarantee reasoning has also been explored thoroughly and
bears similarities to our approach of learning support lemmas while working backwards from a
target proof goal [5]. Compositional model checking techniques have also been explored in various
other domains [1, 33].

Concurrent Program Analysis. Our techniques presented in this paper bear similarities to prior
approaches used in the analysis and proofs of concurrent programs. Our notion of inductive proof
graphs is similar to the inductive data flow graph concept presented in [9]. That work, however, is
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focused specifically on the verification of multi-process concurrent programs, and did not gener-
alize the notions to a distributed setting. Our procedures for inductive invariant inference and our
slicing optimizations are also novel to our approach.
Our slicing techniques are similar to cone-of-influence reductions [14], as well as other program

slicing techniques [43]. It also shares some concepts with other path-based program analysis tech-
niques that incorporate slicing techniques [20, 21]. In our case, however, we apply it at the level of
a single protocol action and target lemma, particularly for the purpose of accelerate syntax-guided
invariant synthesis tasks.

8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK

We presented inductive proof slicing, a new automated technique for inductive invariant inference
of large scale distributed protocols that scales to protocols more complex than those handled by
existing techniques. Our technique both improves on the scalability of existing approaches by
building an inference routine around the inductive proof graph, and this structure also makes
the approach amenable to interpretability and failure diagnosis. In future, we are interested in
exploring new approaches and further optimizations enabled by our technique and compositional
proof structure. For example, we would be interested in seeing how the compositional structure
of the inductive proof graph can be used to further tune and optimize local inference tasks e.g. by
taking advantage of more local properties that can accelerate inference, like specialized quantifier
prefix templates, action-specific grammars, etc. We would also like to explore and understand
the empirical structure of these proof graphs on a wider range of larger and more complex real
world protocols, and to understand the structure of inductive proof graphswith respect to protocol
refinement.

DATA-AVAILABILITY STATEMENT

Code for our implementation and protocol benchmarks and results described in Section 6 is avail-
able in the supplementary material for this paper.
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